The relationships hl=ho+dhn and n=Ah-l(hl-ho) [Gabe (1969) . In Crystallographic Computing, edited by F. R. Ahmed. Copenhagen: Munksgaard], establishing the correspondence between the crystal indices h~ and the segment indices n of a given reflection, can be used to
generate the reflections in the unique set, decide whether a reflection belongs to the unique set, find the unique indices of a given reflection and check the correctness of the segment data Ah and ho. These relationships have been used as the basis of the index generation scheme of the NRC diffractometer program to collect intensity data as a sequence of symmetryrelated sets and as the principle of the ordering algorithm of a data reduction program which can treat all symmetries including the trigonal symmetries in rhombohedral cells without the requirement of any special logic.
The minimum information that should be collected for structure analysis is a unique set of reflections. There is no special shape to the part of reciprocal space containing a unique set, but it is natural to limit it by a small number of planes. Gabe (1969) shows that such a set can be decomposed into a maximum of four segments (and the Friedel equivalent reflections in acentric point groups), each defined by an apex node and three primitive rows (Fig. 1 ). The basic relations and ha =ho+ Ahn,
permit the transformation of the crystal indices h~ (the usual indices) into the segment indices n (all nonnegative for the reflections in the unique set) and vice versa. Ah is a 3 x 3 matrix whose columns are the increment directions of the segment and ho is the apex node of the segment. With these two relationships, the following computations can be performed simply.
(a) Generate the indices of the reflections in the unique set. If n assumes all possible non-negative values of the segment indices over the unique segments, then h l calculated with (1) assumes all the values of the crystal indices over the unique set. * NRC No. 17547.
(b) Check whether a given reflection belongs to the unique set. The segment indices are calculated with (2) and, if they are non-negative for one of the segments, then the reflection belongs to the unique set.
(c) Find the unique crystal indices of a given reflection. The symmetry-related indices are generatedt and then tested to see whether they belong to the unique set (see b).
(d) Check the correctness of the segment data proposed. The contiguous unique set can be selected in a large number of ways, therefore the segment data may have many geometric forms.
However, the correctness of this data can be checked in the following way: reflections are generated and their unique indices are calculated (c above). If, after applying all the transformations, one and only one value of the t Waser 11955) showed that if x'=Ax+t is a symmetry relation between the atomic coordinates x and x', with a rotation part A and a translation part t, then h'= hA is a symmetry relation between reflection indices with (p(h')= q~(h)+ hr. It follows that if h' happens to be equal to h and if (p(h')-~0(h) is not an integer number of cycles, the reflection h is a systematic absence.
As A and t can be easily derived from International Tables for X-ray Crystallography (1952) , they can be used to generate the symmetryrelated reflections and their systematic absences. This result has been applied since in a variety of crystallographic programs. "
Fig. 1. Segment data: A segment is the collection of the reflection indices in, or on the surface of, the region of reciprocal space limited by three primitive reciprocal rows issued from a node. This simple concept is used here because a unique set can be decomposed into no more than four segments and because it is computationally simple to generate the reflections in a segment and to know if a reflection with indices h,k,l belongs to a given segment. The Ah I-h, /72 t737 matrixis L;/ k212 kJ13 .ltsdeterminantis+l._ 0021-8898/79/050464-03S01.00 (021979 International Union of Crystallography unique segment indices has been found, the segments describe a unique set (if the multiplicity of the reflection is less than the multiplicity of the point group, more than one transformation leads to the unique indices). This check has been applied to 16 possible combinations of Laue group and cell type ( Table 1 ). The range of reflections was from 10, 10, 10 to 10, 10, 10.
Application to data collection Gabe (1969) is concerned with the collection of a unique set. We are concerned with the collection of intensities as a sequence of symmetry-related sets. The previous considerations can be applied in two ways to this problem.
(a) The segment information is made of one reflection and three reciprocal rows. As the reciprocal row indices transform like the reflection indices, the segment information of the independent set can be transformed to give the segment information of the symmetryrelated sets.
(b) The reflection indices can be generated in the independent set and transformed to give the indices of the reflections in the symmetry-related sets. program SPGP (Larson, 1969) which generates the symmetry matrices and vectors, the lattice mode and the Laue group from the short form of the space-group symbol has been included as an overlay in the diffractometer program. The symmetry information about the crystal whose intensities are to be measured can be given in the form of:
Implementation
(1) its space group;
(2) any space group belonging to the same diffraction aspect;
(3) a lattice mode followed by the point group or the Laue group of the crystal, i.e. a symmorphic space group.
The lattice mode and Laue group is the minimum symmetry information one needs in order to collect a unique set of intensities. The proper segment data for the unique set can then be selected by the program. The reflections are generated in the independent set, then rotated using the appropriate matrix to give the symmetry-related set according to the approach (b) above.
The program is able to eliminate systematic absences that occur, either from a non-primitive lattice mode or from translational symmetry elements, at the user's discretion.
Reflections from materials in the space groups P21/a, Pbca, P63mc and Pa3 have been generated and collected correctly using this program.
Advantages of this data collection scheme
Although this scheme does not minimize the slewing time, it has considerable advantages in intensity measurements on crystals with symmetry axes 3, 4 and 6 as are often encountered in inorganic compounds.
All the reflections in the reduced set have been measured the same number of times, therefore the experimental accuracy of reflections with low multiplicity is comparable with the accuracy of the general reflections.
A unique set of reflections can be measured with no redundancy in a short time.
The scheme minimizes 'instrumental instability': the scale fluctuations within each set are minimum because of the minimum time to measure it and small scale differences between symmetry-related sets are unimportant at data reduction time.
Application to data reduction
Given a diffractometer file containing intensity measurements in a random order, data reduction consists of averaging the symmetry-related measurements and outputting an ordered unique set of the nonsystematically absent structure factors.
The principle is as follows. From the knowledge of the maximum 20, cell data and symmetry information, one can generate the indices of the reflections in the unique set (problem a). An array A1 stores in element A l(nl,nz) the highest value of the third segment index n3 for valid reflections within the 20 range with nl and n2 as their first two indices in the first segment. The minimum value of n3 is not stored and is assumed to be zero. Up to four such arrays may be required.
Each unique reflection is allotted a record in a 'grouped file' on disk. Each record contains the same number of words which depends on the expected number of equivalent measurements for the problem. The sequence number of the record for the unique reflection with segment indices nx,/"/2, 0 is found by summing up the array elements preceding A l(nx, n2), each increased by one. This number is now stored in A l (nl, n2) . The sequence numbers corresponding to possible further segments (s) are stored in arrays As(n ~, n2) which are continuations of the array A 1.
The arrays built in this way permit the measurements to be slotted in the grouped file as follows. A measurement is read from the diffractometer output. Its unique indices are found (problem c), together with its segment indices nl, n2, n3 in segment s. Its record on the file has the sequence number As(n~, n2)+ n3 + 1. This record is read, the measurement inserted and it is written back to the file with the Friedel equivalent reflections kept separate if the space group is acentric. When the diffractometer output has been processed, the record of a unique refelction contains all the equivalent measurements of the reflection in the order in which they were met on the diffractometer output.
The reflection indices are then generated in a sorted order. If the reflection belongs to the unique set (problem b), the corresponding record on the file is read, the measurements it contains are screened, averaged and reduced. The reflection is output on a "reduced file' if it is valid.* * See previous footnote.
Advantages of this scheme
All symmetries are treated in the same way giving a single logic flow. The traditional branching of the logic for the treatment of the various symmetries does not occur. The appropriate segment data is stored in the program and can be checked within the program for the given symmetry by an overlay that calls the subroutines used for data reduction in the way required to solve problem (d).
The program can treat all the symmetries including the non-conventional a unique and c unique settings of the monoclinic system and the trigonal symmetries in hP, hR and rP (see Donnay, 1977) .
No time-consuming sort of the symmetry-related reflections occurs. When the reflections are output in a sorted order, the slotting algorithm reads the correct record only.
The program is aimed at the treatment of multiple sets and high symmetries, but it can treat any number of equivalent measurements from 0 to 48. It also detects reflections for which no measurement was submitted.
In addition, the steps described above use very little core because the reflections are transferred one at a time and only the logic is kept in core.
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